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The Cloud Warrior Saga is a best-selling fantasy series. Get the first three books along with a bonus

novella in this collection. Chased by Fire (book 1)An ancient artifact that must be found... Terrifying

creatures from dark and dangerous Incendin... And long-forgotten elementals again unleashed on

the world. As an earth senser, Tan is tasked with helping guide the kingâ€™s servant through the

dangerous mountain passes in search for the artifact before Incendin can reach it first. But after

losing his father to the war, Tan wants nothing to do with the kingâ€™s demands. When everything

he knows is lost, he is forced to risk himself to save the one person who can find the artifact, a

beautiful girl who has lost as much as Tan. In doing so, power the world hasnâ€™t seen in nearly a

thousand years is awoken, and a warrior long thought dead returns to claim the artifact for

himself.Bound by Fire (book 2)The powerful draasin â€“ elemental creatures of fire not seen for a

thousand years â€“ have returned. Not all are convinced they should have been freed. As Tan

struggles to learn earth shaping, he discovers dangerous fire shapers from Incendin have come to

Ethea. When the city is attacked by the draasin, Tan must use his connection with them to learn

why. Doing so leads him from the city and forces him to once more face the terrible shapers of

Incendin, but this time bound to the draasin for help. If he fails, much more than his life is at stake,

for Incendin has stolen the artifact and plans to use its power for unknown destruction.Changed by

Fire (book 3)The archivists are defeated, but their plan was already set in place. A new lisincend

has emerged, more dangerous than before. Incendin still possesses the powerful artifact. And a

spirit shaping placed on the king must be released. Tan has potential to be a warrior shaperâ€”one

who can shape all the elementsâ€”but shaping doesnâ€™t work for him the same as with other

shapers. While he struggles to control his new magic, his friends work to free the king from the spirit

shaping. When this fails, a search for another who can help leads Tan to use an uncontrolled

shaping, changing him into the one thing he fears the most. Before he can save the kingdoms, he

must save himself. Doing so takes him away from everyoneâ€”and everythingâ€”he knows. With his

both friends and the draasin in danger, can Tan master his abilities in time to stop a decades old

plan?
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I like the books, but the massive number of ideas that were lifted directly from the Wheel of Time

books is a little distracting. Also, I think you could fill five pages with passages that describe Amia

touching her hair. A short description of the first book would be "encounter lisincend (sp?), fight, run

away, encounter lisincend, fight, run away, encounter lisicend, fight run away...Still, I'll finish the

series. As I said, I like the books. Just wish they were more original and less repetitive.

I love this book as well as all of his other series he is currently writing. I truly enjoy his characters

and the stories move well, with a few twists and turns. Rob

This series engaged me as much as Patrick Ruthfuss' works. I couldn't put this series down. When I

wasn't reading it, I was thinking about it. Awesome.

I will read the whole series of the Cloud Warrior saga books as I can't put them down. Too

compelling to not finish. D.K. Holmberg is a great writer.

Nice steady read with a good plot,

Fast paced adventure with powerful heroes, supernatural villains along with a great storyline that



leaves you guessing. Tan and Amia are becoming a great team but there's even more to come.

Fast paced fantasy! Unable to put it down! Very easy to visualize the characters and the various

settings. Can't wait to read the rest of the series.

I really enjoyed this series by D. K. Holmberg. It was full of excitement, magic, and interesting

characters. I can't wait to read more of Holmberg' s books.
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